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The organs were then cleaned, treated with resin, wrapped in linen, and placed in canopic jars.  The jars were placed in the tomb.  The chest was rinsed with wine, filled with spices, and stuffed with linens.  Then, the body was filled and covered with a powder called natron.  It was left to dry for 40 days.
When it had dried, embalmers removed the stuffing.  Then, 

they packed it with fresh natron and linens soaked in resin.  
They filled the body with sawdust and coated it with resin.At last, it was time to wrap the body.  This was a long, sacred 

process.  Much linen was needed.  The embalmers prayed and 
cast spells as they wrapped.  Amulets were placed among the 
wraps for protection.

Pyramids
After a body was wrapped, it was placed in a pyramid.  The base of each pyramid is a perfect square.  Each corner is a right angle.  

The builders used right triangles made of rope and wood as measuring tools.  They placed a triangle at each corner to plot out the square base.  Then, they used rope to measure each side and made them equal.
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The Hubble  
spacecraft  
orbits Earth.

X-ray and gamma-ray telescopes study the hottest objects 
in space.  They are usually the sun and some stars.  These 
tools are placed on very tall mountains.

Infrared telescopes are used to look at things that give off 
heat.  These tools help people see into the centers of galaxies.  
They also look into clouds of gas and dust in space, where 
stars are born.  To work best, they must be kept cold.  So they 
are usually placed in space.

The Hubble Telescope is an example of a reflecting 
telescope.  It uses mirrors to make an image.  It is the biggest 
space telescope.  It is part of the Hubble spacecraft.  The 
Hubble spacecraft is about the size of a school bus!  It has 
been orbiting Earth at about 8 kilometers (5 miles) per 
second since 1990.

The Hubble takes pictures of space.  It faces away from 
Earth.  This lets it see deep into the universe.  It has taken 
pictures of planets, stars, comets, and more.  Scientists have 
learned a lot about the Milky Way from this tool.

Cool Tool
Everything on Earth gives off heat.  Even 
things that are very cold, such as ice, give 
off some heat.  That is why it can be hard 
to use infrared telescopes on Earth.  They 
pick up the heat of their surroundings.
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Going Buggy
Every healthy ecosystem includes a variety of living things.   

These things need each other to survive and thrive.  It is true that  
there are many insects that can harm plants.  But there are other insects 
that plants need to grow well.  To help their crops, farmers can grow 
certain plants to attract those useful insects.  A portion of a healthy 
organic farm should be set aside to attract these insects.

Helpful insects can be grouped into three main categories.  The  
first category is pollinators.  The second is predators.  And the third  
is parasites.  Each group has its own place in an organic farm.

Pollinators
Pollinators are essential to plant life.  They spread pollen.  Pollen  

helps plants make seeds.  In turn, the plants provide food for the  
insects.  They help one another.

One of the most important pollinators is the honeybee.  Without  
bees, much of the plant life on Earth would die out.  Bees are really  
that important!

Balance of Nutrients
Plants need nutrients to grow. Organic 
farmers can test soil to measure the levels 
of nutrients.  Then, they can add just what 
the crop needs.  If there is too little of any 
nutrient, compost and soil additives can 
make it right.
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Roads are also a big deal for parks.  They must be designed so that people 
can see the best of what the park has to offer.  But they should not obstruct 
views or harm the environment.  NPS historian Tim Davis says, “The park road 
experience is the national park experience for many people.”  It is how people 
access the parks.  Davis says that the route is “choreographed.”  This is done 
by skilled engineers.  They design and oversee the construction of roads.  Each 
road is planned with an eye for supporting the park itself.

Take, for example, Going-to-the-Sun Road 
in Glacier National Park, Montana.  It took 
more than 10 years to plan and build the 
road.  At first, George Goodwin designed 
it.  He was the first engineer to work for the 
NPS.  But Goodwin wanted a design that 
did not always support the land.  His design 
did not match the NPS vision to preserve 
and protect.  The NPS decided to have other 
engineers complete the road.  Its mission 
was too important to ignore.  Today, this 
road is one of the most traveled and popular 
in any national park.

Function and Beauty
While building parks for public access, NPS engineers work to 
combine function with beauty.  A great example of this is the Linn 
Cove Viaduct (VIE-uh-dukt) of the Blue Ridge Parkway.  The parkway 
travels through a variety of protected parks.  But a small section of 
the road was hard to design without harming the land.  Engineers 
finally found a way to elevate the road with pylons (PIE-lahnz).  Now 
it wraps around a mountain as though it is floating. 
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